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Who is Virtual City?
Virtual City began its operations in 2000 and has grown to be the current leader in supply chain
automation solutions in East Africa. We are a technology company that focuses on end to end
transformation of supply chains for meaningful impact to beneficiaries through enablers.
The value we bring to our customers is in providing efficiency, visibility and transparency along
the supply value chain. Having a positive impact on business growth by enabling our clients to
drive decision making and build on sales volumes and market share enabling to serve the endconsumer better.
Virtual City has brought forth a paradigm shift in the way supply chain is managed through
innovation and we are honored to have been recognized for this over the years through various
awards and partnerships both local and international.

Our Vision
To be the preferred “Supply Chain Solutions Provider in Africa”. We have a passion for innovation
and seek new ideas & opportunities to enhance the value we deliver to our customers.

Our Mission
To consistently Innovate Supply Chain Solutions that simplify lives. We make the lives of all
stakeholders we work with easy
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Our Value Proposition
Virtual City is the only major player with the technology and capability to deliver visibility and
coordination across the entire Food Value chain from farm to consumer. Our platform is designed
to digitize all the stages in the field operations of the supply value chains providing on-demand
datasets that in turn generate predictive analytical outputs enabling businesses to make datadriven quick decision making which in turn will grow their business and enable them serve their
customers more efficiently.
How Virtual City brings value across the typical Supply Value Chain
and the key players we impact.
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Our Solutions
We use user-friendly mobile tools to create efficiencies and eliminate fraud within the supply
value chain by increasing transparency and visibility of all produce purchases and transactions
involving smallholder farmers, suppliers, cooperatives, warehouses, processors, buyers, traders,
manufacturers, distributors and retailers.
Virtual City has developed a suite of inter-related mobile and tablet applications designed for
each key player in the Supply Value Chain, with easy to use interfaces on simple field devices all
integrated into the three core solutions highlighted below with the value added services derived
from the utilization of the solutions.
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AgroForce
Virtual City AgroForce solution creates an opportunity to
determine, measure and track the true value due to a farmer
and aggregation center by having visibility to its farm, crop,
harvest, deliveries, quantity, payments and credit check off
datasets in real time against preset KPIs. It provides the
outputs in easy to understand real-time analytical
dashboards creating visibility along the food value chain.
We deploy appropriate technology such as farmer smart
cards, mobile applications and automated reporting services
to ensure that all stakeholders in the value chain have full
visibility of all transactions. We have worked with over
600,000 smallholder farmers in 4 countries and have
demonstrated through over 100 aggregators who serve
these farmers, that our value proposition around fraud
reduction, visibility, farmer loyalty enhancement and impact
on production quality and quantity is transformational.

SNAPSHOT OF RESULTS:


15% increase in net attributable
income



5% reduction in rejection of
produce from sampled farmers



5% increase in volume traded



10% increase in annual turnover



Cost of inputs vs. income drop
from 64% to 13% over 1 year



Nearly 800 farmers have
received loans to be attributed
for different uses by the farmers
on the farms (Q4 2015 to Q4
2016 )

AgroForce addresses the needs across the food value chain by enhancing visibility, control,
and communication
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Salesforce
The SalesForce solution for FMCG companies automates all
sales, orders, inventory and payment transactions at the
point of sale. This enables managers and sales teams to
generate sales, place orders, collect returns and enable
mobile money payments while in the field.
Manufacturers & Distributors are seeing improved sales
performance as a result of improved management of their
field operations and transactions. With over 50 Enterprises
using the platform we are now empowering more and more
of our customers to build loyalty with their customers and
increase availability to the end-consumer (beneficiary),
resulting in increased profitability and retention.

SNAPSHOT OF RESULTS:


40% growth in new outlets



Increase of share of shelf
through enforcement of PoS
implementation



Growth in sales from monitoring
of outlets through increase in
orders and reduction in stockouts



50% improvement in
productivity of sales personnel
on the ground



SalesForce enables managers and sales teams to generate sales, place orders, collect returns
and enable mobile money payments while in the field
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RetailForce
RetailForce is a solution for streamlining merchant operations. It seeks to simplify inventory
management and record-keeping activities while reducing potential for lost sales or excess
inventory. Our robust POS system collects real-time sales and purchase data which is presented
on a single-view analytical dashboard empowering the retail merchant to make quick decisions.
Retail merchants can expand sales and grow their business through reliable data on cash and
stock management while reducing time spent by the clerk and owner on reconciliation. The
merchant is also empowered to make quick decisions instead of reactionary decisions enabling
them to serve the consumer faster and better.

RetailForce is a tool for streamlining retail merchant operations
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Value Added Services
Virtual City automation solutions create visibility across your value chain by giving you valuable
and real-time insights tailored to your needs from the information gathered from actors across
the Supply Value Chain through analytics accessed via versatile dashboards.

Analytics:
The analytics essentially empowers the quality of actionoriented decision making geared towards commercial needs
deepening client engagement and supply chain impact at high
margins. Our customers have been able to make key –decisions
around new product launches, pricing, reassignment of
resources and opening up of new regions based on analytics
provided from use of our solutions.

SNAPSHOT OF RESULTS:


Cost-savings derived from
optimum utilization of sales
teams and territory
management from analytics
dashboards



Development and
implementation of a rebate
system for loyal and frequent
customers



Increased level of trust and
decreased fraud from regular
and accurate communication
between key players



Ability to realize Return on
Investment based on data
provided pegged against specific
KPI’s

Loyalty & Rewards Program:
Businesses are always looking for ways to increase customer
retention or incentivize their sales teams or reward key
influencers in the decision making process. In the utilization of
the automation solutions, the data collected about the key
players across the Supply Value Chain enables you to build
Loyalty and Rewards Programs for them.
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